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Introduction. The most classical sufficient condition for the fixed point property of
non-expansive mappings FPP in Banach spaces is the normal structure (see [6] and [10]).
(See definitions below). Although the normal structure is preserved under finite
lp-product of Banach spaces, (Kp ^°°), (see Landes, [12], [13]), not too many positive
results are known about the normal structure of an /,-product of two Banach spaces with
this property. In fact, this question was explicitly raised by T. Landes [12], and M. A.
Khamsi [9] and T. Domfnguez Benavides [1] proved partial affirmative answers. Here we
give wider conditions yielding normal structure for the product A', <8>] X2.

Moreover, the permanence of the FPP for the /]-product of two Banach spaces with
this property is still only partially understood. In a recent paper [11] T. Kukzumov, S.
Reich and M. Schmidt have given sufficient conditions for a product of two Banach
Spaces A", and X2 endowed with the /]-product norm to have FPP. They introduce the
semi-Opial property, mainly with the technical role of guaranteeing the FPP for a space
Ri®A"2 provided that the space X2 has FPP. Thus, if the space A'j is uniformly convex in
every direction UCED and the second space X2 verifies the semi-Opial property, then the
/,-product XA ®, X2 have the FPP.

Here we also show that if the space A^ has the generalized Gossez-Lami Dozo
property (a known sufficient condition for weak normal structure [8]) and the second
space X2 verifies the semi-Opial property, then the /,-product X1<8>iX2 has the FPP. The
scope of this last result is different from that of Theorem (1) of [11]. For example, a non
UCED James space J has the generalized Gossez-Lami Dozo property while the space c0

has a UCED renorming without the GGLD property.

Definitions and notation. Let (Xu \\.\\i), (^2. II-II2) be Banach spaces. Throughout
Xl<8>iX2 will denote the product space ^ x ^ endowed with the norm

Also, let Sx, Bx and X* denote, respectively, the unit sphere in X, the closed unit
ball in X and the conjugate space of X.

For / e Sx., and S e (0,1) we hereafter denote by S(f, 8) the slice

S(f,S): = {xeBx:f(x)>l-S).

In this paper "—*" denotes weak convergence.
A subset A of a normed space X is said to have normal structure (NS for short) if

every bounded, convex, subset C of A with positive diameter d is contained in a ball with
radius smaller than d, and center in C:

d: = diam(C)>O=>r(C) = inf{sup{||jc-y||:y eC},xeC}<d

A Banach space X is said to have weakly normal structure (WNS for short) if every
weakly compact convex subset of X has NS.
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For a Banach space (X, \\.\\) and a fixed element z e Sx, let the modulus of convexity
of X in the direction z be the function Sz: [0,2]—»[0,1] defined by

If 8z(e)>0 for all e > 0 and all such z, then X is called uniformly convex in every
direction.

A Banach space X is said to have the semi-Opial property, SO for short, if for any
bounded non-constant sequence (xn) with xn+1 -xn—»0 there exists a subsequence (xnt)
such that xnt-^x G X and

lim \\xnis — x \

In a recent paper ([8]), the author introduced the generalized Gossez-Lami Dozo
property (GGLD in short), (see [7]) for a Banach space X as follows: X is said to have
GGLD whenever

D[(xn)]>l

for all weakly null sequence (xn) in X such that

where

lim \\xn | | = 1 ,
n

«)] : = l i m S U P ( l i m SUP \\xm ~ xn || I.
n \ m I

He also defined the coefficient j3(A') of X by

This property GGLD is a strengthening of another sufficient condition for normal
structure due to Tingley (see [14]). In [4] the authors proved that GGLD is a weaker form
of the weak uniform normal structure and that the coefficient f3(X) is equal to Bynum's
coefficient, WCS(X).

Notice that if (xn) is a weakly null sequence in X, with / = lim||jcn|| >0, then the
sequence yn = (l/l)xn is weakly null also and,

1</>(>„)

whenever X has the GGLD property. Hence

lim ||xn || < lim supf lim sup ||xm - xn | | ) .
n n \ m '
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/,-product and normal structure. In infinite dimensional Banach spaces normal
structure is a consequence of the fact that some subsets of its unit sphere are "nearly
compact." (See [6]). For example, (X, \\.\\) has the weak uniform Kadek-Klee property
WUKK if there exist e E (0,1) and 8 e (0,1) such that, for every weakly compact convex
subset C of Bx with a(C)> e>0 , then dist(O, C)< 1 - S. Here a(C) is the Kuratowski
measure of noncompactness of the set C c X, i.e.

a(C):=inf{r >0:C has a finite r-cover}.

In [3] the authors prove that WUKK=>WNS. In [4] [5] the authors give sufficient
conditions for weakly normal structure in terms of some "measures" of the slices of the
unit ball Bx.

So, a Banach space X is said to have the property a' whenever there exists 5 e (0,1)
such that

for every / e Sx.

THEOREM 1. Let {Xu ||.||,) be a Banach space with the GGLD property. If(X2, ||.||2)
is a Banach space with the a' property, then

Xl®lX2has WNS.

Proof. Suppose, for a contradiction, that Â  <g>, X2 does not have WNS. In this case
there exists a sequence (xn) in Xl®1X2 such that

dist(*n+1, conv{jc,,. .. ,*„}) = 1

Without loss of generality we may assume that the following limits exist

im lim ||*,, - xp h lim lim \\xs2 - xj2\\2

lim ItaiHilim ||x,2||2

and then

lim (lim ||x,, - *,-, ||, j + lim (lim ||x,2 - x/2||2j

= lim I lim \\xsi -xnh + lim l l ^ - ^ l b j =lim I lim [H*,-xy||] I = :

If we suppose that lim^,. ||x,i||, T^O by the GGLD condition we have

lim ||*,, ||, < lim lim
S—>« j—^oo Xj—>x
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and therefore we obtain the following contradiction:

l = lim ||*J = lim ||JC,I||I + lim ||xj2||2<lim H^H, + lim lim \\xs2-xj2\\2

< lim (lim Hoc,, - x n |U +lim (lim \\xs2-xj2\\2) = 1.

On the other hand, if lim^,* ||JC.Tl || j = 0, we also obtain a contradiction. In fact, since
X2 has the (a1) property, there exists S > 0 such that

for every / e SXf- It is obvious that

lim ||xn2||2 = l
n—*<x

and then there exists a positive integer n0 such that

I l ^ l l2> l -S .

Let /0 e 5x5 such that

/ o (^ )=Ko2 l l> l -S .

Since xna2 - xn2-^xni^, there exists a positive integer n, >«0 such that

^no2 ~ xn2 e S(f0, 8)

for all n > n,. If we prove that

then we shall have a contradiction because a(S(f0,8)) < 1.
In fact, if r e (0,1) we can choose e > 0 such that r + e < l . The sequence (xn) is

diametral, and hence there exists « 2 - i i such that

ll*n - xm || > r + e

for n, m ^ «2- On the other hand, there exist n3 ̂  n2 such that

for all n ̂  «3. Now, for «,m ^ n3, we have

r + e < | | . x , , - x j | = ||j:ni-xmi||1 + | |x n 2 -x m 2 | | 2 <e+ ||j:n2-xm2||2,

and therefore

r< | |x n 2 -x m 2 | | 2

for m,n ^n3. This effectively shows that
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and the proof is complete.

COROLLARY. Let {Xu \\.\\x) be a Banach space with the GGLD property. If(X2, \\.\\2)
is a reflexive Banach space with the WUKK property, then A ^ ® , X2 has WNS.

Proof. It is straightforward from the fact that a reflexive Banach with WUKK has the
(a1) property. (See [5]).

It should be noticed that the reflexivity condition in the previous corollary can
nevertheless, be dropped, by just following a similar argument to that of theorem 1.

While T. Landes in [13] proved that WNS is not preserved under finite /,-product of
Banach spaces with this property, next we show that the GGLD property is stable under
finite /,-products.

THEOREM 2. Let (Xu ||. ||,) and (X2, \\.\\2) be Banach spaces with the GGLD property.
Then X] ®, X2 has GGLD.

Proof. Suppose, for a contradiction, that A",®,X2 does not have GGLD. In this case
there exists a sequence (xn) in X\ ®i X2 such that

It is easy to see that each subsequence of this sequence (xn) satisfies the three above
conditions. Hence, without loss of generality we may assume that the following limits exist

lim (lim \\xs] - x^ ||,) lim (lim ||.v,2 - xj2\\2. •• -- . . .. . - -V2II

lim ||xnl||i lim ||*n2||2
n—*x n—*=c

By the same argument of Theorem 1, if we suppose that limj...,: ||x5l||i T^O or
limi_oc 11̂.52112 ^ 0 by the GGLD condition we obtain a contradiction with above condition
(c). Otherwise we have

lim ||JC,,||, = lim ||-xj2||2 = 0,

which contradicts (b).

REMARKS. 1. T. Dominguez Benavides have proved, ([1], Corollary 1), that if Xu X2

are reflexive Banach spaces, then

WCS(X, ®, X2) = mm{WCS(Xx), WCS(X2)}

The condition WCS(X) > 1 can be considered as an (stronger) uniform version of GGLD
property. Thus the above theorem is a partial generalization of this Corollary 1 of [1].

2. M. A. Khamsi [9] has introduced, for every Banach space X with a finite
dimensional Schauder descomposition, the coefficient PP(X) defined for p e [1, °°) as the
infimum of the set of numbers A such that
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for every x,y e. A1 with supp(jc) < supp(y). He showed that if (A',-) is a sequence of Banach
spaces such that sup,{j8i(A',)}<2 then ®iA", has weakly normal structure.

It is easy to see that every Banach space X with Bp(X)<2Up has the GGLD
property.

/i-product and F.P.P. Let K be a nonempty subset of a Banach space X. Recall that
a mapping T:K—*X is said to be nonexpansive if \\T(x)- T(y)\\< ||JC — _y|| for every
x,y e K. We say that the Banach X has the fixed point property (FPP for short) if every
nonexpansive selfmapping T of every weakly compact convex subset K of X has a fixed
point. If the space X fails to have FPP, then there exist a nonempty weakly compact and
convex subset K of X, and a nonexpansive fixed point free mapping T:K^>K. We can
assume that K is minimal for T, and diam(/C) > 0. (Such a sequence is called approximate
fixed point sequence for T). A well known property of the minimal sets is the following
Goebel-Karlovitz lemma.

LEMMA. Let K be a minimal weakly compact convex subset for a nonexpansive
mapping T, and let (xn) be an a.f.p.s. for T. Then for all x e K

lim \\xn - x || = diam(/Q.
n

THEOREM 3. Let (Xu ||.||,) be a Banach space with the GGLD property. If (X2, ||.||2)
is a Banach space with the SO property, then

Xl®2X2hasthe FPP.

Proof. Suppose, to get a contradiction, that A1,0, X2 fails to have the FPP. Then
there exist a nonempty weakly compact and convex minimal subset C of Xx (8>, X2, with
diam(C)>0, and a nonexpansive fixed point free mapping T.C^C. Let (xn) = (xnUxn2)
be an almost fixed point sequence with

Then xn+h2-xn2-+0, and since X2 has the SO property, there exists (xn/) subsequence of
(xn), such that

xnt2^x2 e X2 and lim \\xnk2 - x2\\ < diam(xnk2).
A:

By the weak compactness of the set C, we can assume that

xnk=ixnksUxnk^(xux2) = :x E C

LelK:=C-(xux2). We define

f-.K^K,

y-(x1,x2)^T(y)-(xux2).

Then the sequence
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is an a.f.p.s. for the nonexpansive mapping t with ys —* (0,0) e K. Moreover, K is a
minimal set for 7".

By the Goebel-Karlovitz Lemma, for every (z\, z2) e K we have

lim || ys - z || = diam(/Q = diam(C).
5—*°c

It is well known that it suffices to formulate fixed point problems in a separable setting
(see [6]). Hence we can suppose that the set K is separable, and by passing to
subsequences if it is necessary, we can also assume that the following limits exist

lim , lim \\ys2 - z 2 | | 2

for every (zi,z2) e K, and then without loss of generality we may suppose that the
following limits exist also

lim (lim \\ysl - lim ||ys2 - ym2||2

therefore

lim (lim lim (lim ||yv2 -ym2h)

= lim [ l im[ | | y t - y j | ] l= lim [diam(K)] = diam(^).
m—•=•= Li—•»= J in—»<*

If we suppose that l im^^ ||_yji ||, 5^0 by the GGLD condition we obtain

lim || ysl ||, < lim (lim || ysl - ym^

and then we have the following contradiction:

diam(C) = lim | |^ | | = lim 11 ,̂11, + lim | |^2| |2

< lim 11 ,̂11, + lim lim || ys2 - ym.21|2

< lim (lim \\ys^ -yml||,) + lim (lim

On the other hand, if l i r n , ^ || jŷ , ||, = 0, then

diam(C) = lim IK^ , , ^ ) ! ! = Hm ||yj2||2
J—»00 i—»oe

= lim \\xnk2-x2\\2= lim \\xnt2-x2||2<diam(A'n42)<diam(C).

b) = diam(C).

which is also a contradiction.
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Next we shall see that for reflexive Banach spaces, SO condition is more general than
GGLD property.

PROPOSITION. Every reflexive Banach space X with the GGLD property satisfies the
SO condition.

Proof. Let (xn) be a bounded sequence in A'such that ||x,,+1 -xn\\-*Q. There exists
a subsequence (xnk) with

xnt--x <=X.

since the space X is reflexive. We can suppose that /: = lim* \\xnk-x\\ >0, otherwise it
follows immediately the result.

Let

From the GGLD property of the space X we obtain

therefore

/ < lim sup I lim sup \\xnk - xn}\) s diam(j:ni) < diam(jcn).
k \ s 'I

which completes the proof.

REMARK. The Banach space Xp:=(l2, \\.\\p) where

have the SO property for 1 < /3 <2, but if V2< /3, X0 does not have NS and hence Xp

cannot have GGLD.
As a direct consequence of this proposition and the Theorem 1 of [11] we obtain the

following.

COROLLARY. If(Xu ||.||,) is a UCED Banach space and the second space (X2, \\. ||2) «
a reflexive Banach space with the GGLD property, then

Xl®lX2hastheFPP.

REMARKS. 1. In the paper [11], it is shown that if the space X^ is UCED and the
second space X2 verifies SO then the /rproduct A'I©] X2 has the FPP. Although theorem
3 above and theorem 1 of [11] are both closely related, neither one of these results implies
the other. We consider James space / which consists of the sequences x = (xn) e c0 such
that

IIJC I! = suo-fCjt: - x )2 + (x - x )2 + + (x - x )2\

is finite, where the supremum is taken for every increasing sequence of positive integers
(pi). This space / fails UCED (in fact, does not have NS), but J satisfies the GGLD
property. (See [6] and [2]).
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On the other hand, in the classical space of sequences c0 we can define the norm

11*11 =

and it is known that (c0, ||. ||) is UCED (see [6]), but it is easy to see that this space fails to
have GGLD.

2. The proofs of all theorems in this paper equally work if the l\-product norm in the
product space A", X X2 is replaced by the norm

where \(a, /3)| is any monotonic norm in R2, i.e. \(au /3,) < \(a2, /32)| when Os a, < a2 and
0</3,</32 .
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